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We combine density-functional tight-binding (DFTB) with deep tensor neural networks (DTNN)
to maximize the strengths of both approaches in predicting structural, energetic, and vibrational
molecular properties. The DTNN is used to learn a non-linear model for the localized many-body
interatomic repulsive energy, which so far has been treated in an atom-pairwise manner in DFTB.
Substantially improving upon standard DFTB and DTNN, the resulting DFTB-NNrep model yields
accurate predictions of atomization and isomerization energies, equilibrium geometries, vibrational
frequencies and dihedral rotation profiles for a large variety of organic molecules compared to the
hybrid DFT-PBE0 functional. Our results highlight the high potential of combining semi-empirical
electronic-structure methods with physically-motivated machine learning approaches for predicting
localized many-body interactions. We conclude by discussing future advancements of the DFTB-
NNrep approach that could enable chemically accurate electronic-structure calculations for systems
with tens of thousands of atoms.

Atomistic modeling has by now become an integral
part of studying and understanding systems in chem-
istry, biology and materials science. The two workhorse
methods in that regard are Density Functional Theory
(DFT) and empirical molecular mechanics force fields.
With the rapidly growing interest in a microscopic un-
derstanding of systems at increasingly larger length and
time scales, these two approaches keep facing consider-
able limitations. Despite the ever-growing availability
of computational resources and high performance imple-
mentations, DFT is still limited in terms of tractable sys-
tem sizes due to the associated computational workload.
Molecular mechanics approaches, on the other side, are
often insufficient due to the lack of access to electronic
properties and limited transferability. An intermediate
level of theory between the two can offer a promising al-
ternative. This is provided by semi-empirical methods,
which include an explicit quantum-mechanical treatment
of electrons, thus providing access to electronic proper-
ties, while requiring only a fraction of the computational
cost of DFT. Semi-empirical methods typically also offer
an increased accuracy and transferability when compared
to classical force fields.1

Among others,1–5 the Density-Functional Tight-
Binding (DFTB) formalism6–8 is one of the most pop-
ular representatives of this class. DFTB is based on
DFT using a superposition of (confined) atomic densi-
ties, ρ0 =

∑
ρA, as an approximation to the real elec-

tron density.6 This original formulation has subsequently
been extended to also allow for redistribution of elec-
trons. This is achieved by expanding the density func-
tional around the reference density ρ0 in terms of changes
in the electron distribution.7–9 Depending on the order
of this expansion we speak of DFTB2 (second order) or
DFTB3 (third order). The resulting energy functional
can in both cases be written as a sum of an electronic
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energy, E
(el)
DFTB, and the so-called repulsive energy, Erep.

The electronic part of the total energy is evaluated from
a tight binding Hamiltonian. Using a two-center approx-
imation, the Hamiltonian elements can be obtained from
reference DFT calculations of (confined) atoms and di-
atomic molecules introducing only a minimal amount of
parameters.9 The repulsive energy, on the other side, is
usually obtained in a much less straightforward manner.
Formally, it is defined as,

Erep [ρ0] =Exc [ρ0]−
∫
vxc [ρ0] ρ0 dr

+ Enuc −
1

2

∫
VH [ρ0] ρ0 dr ,

(1)

with Exc being the exchange-correlation energy, vxc the
corresponding potential, Enuc the nuclear repulsion en-
ergy, and VH the Hartree potential.9,10 As it only depends
on the reference density, ρ0, and atomic positions, E rep

can further be considered a more local property. In lieu
of the above formal definition, E rep is in practice repre-
sented by atom-pairwise potentials fitted to DFT refer-
ence calculations. So,

Erep = EDFT − E(el)
DFTB

and Frep = FDFT − F
(el)
DFTB .

(2)

The parameterization of repulsive potentials thus rep-
resents a complex multidimensional fitting problem of
atomic pair-potentials to DFT reference results, which
renders it the most intricate step in the development of
DFTB parameterizations. Various (semi-)automated ap-
proaches have been proposed to tackle this task as of
today,9,11–17 but in practice many cases still do require
inevitably subjective manual adjustments. An optimal
DFTB parameterization should finally provide access to
accurate electronic as well as energetic and structural
properties. Optimization of the parameters governing
the electronic DFTB Hamiltonian is thereby often done
separately based on reproducing electronic properties as
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obtained in DFT or other reference methods. The fi-
nal performance for energetic and structural properties
is then largely governed by the repulsive energy.

Fitting repulsive potentials according to eq. (2) al-
lows DFTB to often provide results at the DFT level
of accuracy, but inevitably introduces empirical contri-
butions to the repulsive potential to correct for the ap-
proximations in the remaining formalism. These con-
tributions also introduce a beyond-pairwise character to
E rep. Consequently, the inherent limitations of the tra-
ditional pairwise formulation have proven a major pitfall
for accuracy and general validity. For example, phonon
band structures have been shown to be often poorly de-
scribed by traditional DFTB and highly dependent on
the employed repulsive potentials.18–20 Independent of
the formalism to treat van der Waals interactions, unit
cell volumes of molecular crystals can be considerably un-
derestimated.19,21 Traditional repulsive potentials with-
out empirical fixes have also failed to correctly describe
the stability of Zundel ions and associated proton trans-
fer barriers.22 As observed for the different phases of
ZnO,23 optimal repulsive potentials can depend strongly
on the chemical environment — a final confirmation of
the breakdown of the pairwise-additive approximation.
In this regard, tailoring parameterizations for a specific
purpose can alleviate the shortcomings for individual
properties.20,22,23 A multitude of applications requires si-
multaneous accuracy in a variety of properties, however.
Together with the still considerable empiricism and hu-
man effort involved in current approaches, this calls for
a more advanced description of repulsive potentials be-
yond the pairwise picture with a straightforward access
to optimization in the corresponding high-dimensional
functional space.

A very successful tool for interpolating and explor-
ing the space of high-dimensional functions are Machine
Learning (ML) approaches. Since early applications of
“learning machines”, such ML-based methods have re-
cently gained tremendous interest in the context of mod-
eling molecular systems and materials. Given sufficient
reference data, modern ML techniques aided by chem-
ical and physical knowledge have been proven to show
great success in predicting physico-chemical properties
of molecules and materials.24–28 In many cases the data-
driven predictions reach virtually the same level of ac-
curacy as the provided reference data. Nowadays, sev-
eral methods ranging from Neural Network (NN) poten-
tials to Kernel Ridge Regression approaches using di-
verse molecular descriptors have been put forward, sub-
stantially accelerating high-accuracy atomistic modeling
and advancing our understanding of chemical compound
space.29–35 Albeit aided by chemical intuition, these ap-
proaches are still mostly based on data-driven inference
instead of physical laws and typically rest on an assump-
tion of locality. Molecular properties including inter-
atomic interactions, however, are governed by quantum
mechanics and involve a variety of non-local character-
istics and phenomena. As a result, the applicability of

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the DFTB-NNrep

framework presented in the current work. DFTB repul-
sive energies and forces are via a (deep tensor) neural network
model based on PBE0 reference data, while electronic ener-
gies are properties are calculated within a Density-Functional
Tight-Binding formalism.

ML models is strongly limited due to the lack of deci-
sive effects like long-range electrostatics or van der Waals
dispersion interactions. Such phenomena and effects can
be readily captured by approximate quantum-mechanical
approaches, like (electronic) DFTB, or augmenting mod-
els, however.7,21,36–38

Besides the limitations due to the locality of current
ML models, data-driven prediction of global properties
additionally suffers from the sheer depth and complex-
ity of the global chemical space. The number of sam-
ples needed to infer a model for global properties of a
given set of molecules scales with the number of com-
positional, configurational, and conformational degrees
of freedom. Local (chemical) environments as required
for the prediction of local properties, on the other side,
span a drastically reduced and most importantly bound
space. For the dataset and applications considered in
this work, for example, we can estimate the number of
training instances for local interactions to be three or-
ders of magnitude smaller than to cover the global chem-
ical space (see SI, Section 4). A combined formalism of
ML potentials for (more) localized interactions, such as
the repulsive energy, and approximate electronic struc-
ture methods for non-local effects, thus, represents a very
promising approach to obtain an accurate and transfer-
able methodology for studying realistic and practically-
relevant systems. For the case of DFTB, such combina-
tions have been proposed and studied recently, providing
a more straightforward access to atom-pairwise repulsive
potentials from Gaussian process regression38 or intro-
ducing partial non-additivity via bond-type-dependent
pair-potentials.39 In this work, we propose to further ex-
tend the latter idea to fully many-body ML potentials
in order to account for beyond-pairwise repulsive contri-
butions. This is to some extent similar in spirit to the
∆-ML approach, where it is proposed to use ML models
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to correct the final energy of semi-empirical methods.40,41

As the final DFTB energy is already fitted to reproduce
DFT, such corrections can involve a rather unspecific and
noisy objective quantity, however. Targeting the full re-
pulsive potential is expected to provide a well-behaved
and smooth quantity with a distinct mapping to molec-
ular features.

To exemplify the potential and success of combining
electronic structure methods with ML potentials for lo-
calized many-body interactions, we here use (electronic)
DFTB in conjunction with a global Deep Tensor NN
(DTNN) model. The resulting DFTB-NNrep formalism is
demonstrated to provide highly accurate energetic, struc-
tural and vibrational properties for a vast range of or-
ganic molecules across their respective conformational
space. All DFTB calculations have been carried out on
the DFTB38 level employing recent 3ob parameters18 us-
ing the DFTB+ software package.10

Repulsive energies and forces as given by eq. (2)
have been obtained for a large and diverse set of or-
ganic molecules. The basis for this dataset is the
QM7-X database,42 which contains molecular structures
and quantum mechanical properties of small organic
molecules at the level of PBE0-DFT. For the purpose
of this work, we have selected molecules containing the
elements {C, N, O, H}, but the presented methodology
is easily extended to other molecular compositions. In
addition to equilibrium structures, QM7-X also features
100 non-equilibrium conformations per molecule. In this
work, the QM7-X database has been further extended
to cover less well-represented regions of configurational
space, such as select pairwise O–O and H–H distances.
For further information on the augmenting structures
and a short analysis of the coverage of chemical space,
see Supporting Information. All presented models will be
based on this final set containing ∼4.1 million molecules.
The distribution of the final target repulsive energies and
forces is shown in Fig. 1.

While studying a series of ML approaches for predict-
ing repulsive energies (see Supporting Information), the
focus of this work is on employing a DTNN architec-
ture for predicting repulsive potentials for DFTB. Hence,
forming the DFTB-NNrep framework as described in
Fig. 1. In particular, we used the recently developed deep
learning toolbox SchNetPack.26,33,43 The SchNet archi-
tecture is based on atom-wise representations of molecu-
lar properties directly inferred from atomistic structures.
In the layers of the DTNN, atoms are represented by a

tuple of features x
(l)
i ∈ RD, where D is the dimension of

the feature space and l denotes the layer. Interactions
between atoms are modeled by a series of in total T -

times refined pairwise interactions between all x
(l)
i within

a certain cutoff, which gradually introduces information
about the chemical environment (i.e., complex many-
body terms). This procedure is carried out by using
continuous-filter convolution layers with filter-generating
networks. The final prediction is obtained after atom-
wise updates of the feature representation and pooling

FIG. 2. Mean absolute error (MAE) as a function
of training set size for the different neural network
(NN) models generated in the present work. MAEs in
energies are shown for DTNN-models trained on PBE0 atom-
ization energies (“NN-PBE0”, blue full diamonds), repulsive

energies with random selection of training set (“NN
(E)
rep [rand]”,

blue empty circles), repulsive energies with equilibrium con-
formations plus X non-equilibrium conformations as train-

ing set (“NN
(E)
rep [eq+X]”, blue empty squares), and repulsive

forces (“NN
(F)
rep(E)”, blue shaded upward triangles). Addition-

ally, the MAE in predicting repulsive forces is shown for the

NN
(F)
rep model (“NN

(F)
rep(F)”, red shaded downward triangles).

Errors computed based on the full QM7-X dataset.

of the resulting atom-wise property. Besides generat-
ing reliable DTNN-models for energy predictions, SchNet
has been also proven to provide energy-conserving force
models by differentiating the energy model with respect
to the atomic positions.33 Thence, we create a global
DTNN-model for predicting repulsive energies and forces
based on the molecules contained in QM7-X. We used
T = 3 interaction refinements, a cutoff of 5 Å and a 128-
dimensional feature space. For all reported results, the
NN was continuously trained with a descending learn-
ing rate from 10−4 to 10−6 and a decay factor of 0.5.
The training has been performed using four Tesla P100
GPUs. Repulsive contributions as obtained in the trained
SchNet model have ultimately been combined with elec-
tronic DFTB contributions as obtained with DFTB+
via a locally modified QM/MM calculator within the
Atomic Simulation Environment.44 For the remainder
of this work, we use DFTB-PWrep to refer to conven-
tional DFTB3 with pairwise repulsive potentials. DFTB-
NNrep refers to DFTB3 with the same electronic param-
eterization while using repulsive energies/forces from the
SchNet model. For the SchNet model trained for atom-
ization energies, we will use the term DFTB-NN(E)

rep and

when trained on forces, we will use DFTB-NN(F)
rep.

As a first step, we studied the influence of the selec-
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tion of training points on the learning process of repul-
sive energies and forces. This is an important issue for
optimizing training set size, accuracy, and the learning
progress. To this end, we considered two cases: random
selection of training points from the whole dataset, which
is the standard procedure in ML studies, and a training
set consisting of equilibrium structures together with a
given number (X) of non-equilibrium structures. In the
latter case, which we will refer to as eq+X in the follow-
ing, non-equilibrium structures were selected at random
from domains showing low, middle or high values of E rep.
The corresponding learning curves are shown in Fig. 2.
On a log-log scale one expects a (near-)linear trend in
the learning progress, which we here can conclusively at-
tribute only to the randomly selected training set. For
eq+X, we find linear behavior only beyond ∼200k train-
ing instances. When considering only equilibrium struc-
tures in the training set (a total size of ∼41k), for in-
stance, the MAE is 19.5 kcal/mol, which strongly devi-
ates from a linear trend. With an increasing portion of
non-equilibrium structures, eq+X then approaches linear
behavior and the results obtained with randomly selected
training points. The rather unexpected finding that a
random selection of the training set shows a better perfor-
mance than the more refined approach of eq+X demon-
strates the importance of non-equilibrium conformations
and that their properties can seldom be inferred from
the information on equilibrium structures. The MAE
at the largest training set size for the two selection algo-
rithms are 0.47 kcal/mol (800k) for random selection and
0.55 kcal/mol (861k) for eq+X, respectively. Regarding
the required training set sizes, we would like to note that
a purely data-driven, global model can be expected to
require about 5 · 106 training points to cover the com-
positional, configurational and conformational degrees of
freedom in QM7-X (see SI, Section 4). The consider-
able reduction observed for NNrep can be attributed to
the repulsive potential covering more local interactions,
the partly included physics in the SchNet model and the
shared characteristics and information among individual
molecular degrees of freedom.

As mentioned above, SchNetPack also allows to train
DTNN-models on atomic forces. We employed the same
protocol as above to develop a DTNN for the contribu-

tion of the repulsive potential to atomic forces, NN(F)
rep,

which also allows to predict energies since the force model
is obtained by differentiating the energy model with re-
spect to atomic positions.33 At 500k randomly sampled

training instances, the NN(F)
rep model produces a MAE

of 0.51 kcal/mol and 0.70 kcal/mol·Å for energies and
forces, respectively (see Fig. 2). For the eq+X sampling
method the corresponding MAE values are 0.55 kcal/mol
and 0.74 kcal/mol·Å. While being trained on forces,

NN(F)
rep thus provides energies at an accuracy compara-

ble to NN(E)
rep , yet requires a smaller training set. This

can be attributed to the increased information content
in the gradient domain and the improved performance

FIG. 3. Analysis of the mean absolute error (MAE)
in atomization energies. Left: The MAE in atomization
energies per molecule is shown as a function of the number
of non-hydrogen atoms contained. The MAE is further sep-
arated into molecules containing only {C,H} (black circles),
{C,H,N} (blue triangles up), {C,O,H} (red triangles down),
and {C,N,O,H} (green squares). Right: Distribution of MAE
color-coded according to contained non-hydrogen atoms.

of resulting models thanks to the inherent incorporation
of energy conservation.34 We found that for 89 % of the
molecules in QM7-X the MAE in forces is lower than
the threshold of 1 kcal/mol·Å (see error distribution in

Fig. S8 of the SI). This indicates that our global NN(F)
rep

model yields reliable energies and forces for the manifold
molecules and conformations considered in QM7-X. The
present model hence extends beyond previous works as
reported by Zhu et al.,41 for instance, in which DFTB
forces of a single molecule (glycine) have been corrected
using a NN-model. All results for the combined DFTB-
NNrep approach reported in the remainder of this work

were obtained using the DFTB-NN(F)
rep model, or DFTB-

NN(E)
rep model where explicitly noted, with randomly se-

lected training instances. We would like to remark that
better performances can be reached by further increas-
ing the training set size as it was shown in previous ML
studies. Given the overall very low MAEs with respect
to PBE0-DFT, this is beyond the scope of the current
work, however.

To further analyze the performance of our NNrep mod-
els, we have split the QM7-X set into four different sub-
groups depending on their composition: molecules con-
taining only the element combinations {C,H}, {C,N,H},
{C,O,H}, or {C,N,O,H} and as a function of the num-
ber of non-hydrogen atoms (see Fig. 3). We then com-
puted the MAE in atomization energies for each equi-
librium molecule and its respective non-equilibrium con-

formations using DFTB-NN(F)
rep. As a rule of thumb,

the atomization energies for molecules with fewer non-
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hydrogen atoms and correspondingly smaller size are pre-
dicted with higher accuracy. This can mainly be at-
tributed to the higher number of degrees of freedom in
larger molecules, which increases the complexity for de-
scribing their conformational space especially in regard to
strongly distorted molecules. Overall, however, 88 % of
the molecules are predicted within an error of 1 kcal/mol,
which confirms the very good performance of DFTB-

NN(F)
rep. In particular, almost all hydrocarbons show very

low errors thanks to the extensive sampling of C–C and
C–H as exemplified for the corresponding two-, three-,
and four-body combinations occurring in the training set
(see Fig. S3-5 of the SI). Consequently, the least repre-
sented molecules, which at the same time show the high-
est configurational and conformational complexity (e.g.,
formed by {C,N,O,H}) also show the largest errors due to
the limited sampling. A more balanced sampling of the
QM7-X reference can therefore further limit the obtained
MAEs and is subject to ongoing investigations.

As the atomization energy of molecules, Eat, is a
widely discussed topic for general ML potentials, we have
compared the results of DFTB-NNrep to a DTNN-model
trained on the full PBE0 atomization energy, which we
will refer to as NN-PBE0. To assure a meaningful and
fair comparison, we have employed the same training sets
as for NNrep. The learning curve of the NN-PBE0 model
is plotted in Fig. 2. NN-PBE0 follows a (near-)linear
learning progress in log-scale, but shows a substantially
larger MAE than NNrep and cannot overcome the thresh-
old of 1 kcal/mol within the considered training set sizes.
The minimum MAE at 800k training instances amounts
to 1.52 kcal/mol. The learning progress of NN-PBE0, as
characterized by the slope of the corresponding learning
curve, is comparable to the one of NNrep, but thanks to
the large quantum-mechanical prior in form of the elec-
tronic DFTB energy, NNrep is able to reach an MAE
below 1 kcal/mol at much smaller training set sizes. The
MAE of 0.51 kcal/mol found for DFTB-NNrep also is
a considerable improvement when compared to the re-
sults reported for the prediction of atomization energies
using DFTB together with ML-based generalized pair-
potentials (∼2.6 kcal/mol, QM9 dataset).39

Besides the (mean) absolute error for each conforma-
tion, the relative stabilities of each conformer represent
an important and interesting performance measure. For
instance, predicting the correct energetic ordering of dif-
ferent structures is of utmost importance in computa-
tional crystal structure prediction. To analyze the per-
formance in predicting energy rankings, we have first de-
termined the energetic ordering of all conformers for each
molecule as given by PBE0. Based on this ordering, we
can assign a rank to every structure. We then fix the
ordering of the conformers and evaluate the correspond-

ing ranks using DFTB-NN(F)
rep and conventional DFTB-

PWrep. The difference between the sequences of ranks
finally serves as our error measure in predicting relative
stability rankings. Fig. 4 shows the MAE in these rank
sequences with respect to the original PBE0 sequence av-

FIG. 4. Performance in predicting relative energy
rankings: Mean absolute error (MAE) in the predicted
rank in comparison to PBE0 for all 100 conformations of
each molecule in the QM7-X database in windows of 5
non-equilibrium conformations. Comparing relative stability

rankings as obtained with DFTB-NN
(F)
rep (NN

(F)
rep , filled circles)

and conventional DFTB (PWrep, empty triangles).

eraged over all molecules in QM7-X. The ranking MAE
is thereby further subdivided into small windows com-
posed of five energy levels. It is evident that DFTB-

NN(F)
rep (full circles) provides a much more accurate en-

ergetic ordering of the various conformers than DFTB-
PWrep (empty triangles). In this regard, it has been
shown previously that including relative energies in the
fitting process of conventional DFTB-PWrep can provide
improvements.45 The general behavior observed in the
ranking MAEs can thereby be explained by the energy
level density per kcal/mol for each window. The more
densely the conformers populate the energy spectrum,
the easier can already small errors in the energy predic-
tion cause a reordering of energetic ranks, whereas the
ordering of well-separated energy levels is typically well
preserved.

We have further studied isomerizations of diverse neu-
tral molecules containing the elements C, H, N, and O.
The so-called ISO34 dataset46–48 and the considered iso-
mers are detailed in Ref. 48. The experimental (and
selectively computationally refined48) reference values
of the corresponding isomerization energies have been
widely used for benchmarking semi-empirical methods
including DFTB.49 We have tested the performance of
our DFTB-NNrep models as well as for PBE0-DFT, NN-
PBE0 and conventional DFTB-PWrep in predicting the
isomerization energies as summarized in Table I. A de-
tailed list for each reaction can be found in Table S1 of
the SI. One can see that the accuracy of DFTB-NNrep is
much better than for NN-PBE0 and DFTB-PWrep with
or without van der Waals correction and is in fact close
to the one obtained at the level of PBE0. Computation-
ally, however, the DFTB-NNrep model is much less ex-
pensive. For instance, PBE0 required 2 CPU hours (us-
ing 28 threads on 28 physical cores) for computing the
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TABLE I. Summary of performance in predicting iso-
merization energies in comparison to experimental
and CCSD(T) reference data (in kcal/mol) as consid-
ered in ISO34 dataset:46–48 mean signed error (MSE), mean
absolute error (MAE) and root-mean-square error (RMSE).

Method MSE MAE RMSE

PBE0-DFT −0.19 1.82 2.48

NN-PBE0 2.21 5.85 11.51

DFTB-NN
(F)
rep −0.71 2.21 3.30

DFTB-PWrep 1.33 3.57 5.05

DFTB-PWrep+D3a 1.4 3.4 4.9

a DFTB+D3 data taken from Ref. 49

isomerization energies of the full ISO34 dataset, while
the DFTB-NNrep calculations only take 2 seconds (on
one GPU). In addition to the isomerization energies, we

have investigated the performance of our DFTB-NN(F)
rep

model in predicting the equilibrium structures and vi-
brational mode frequencies of the isomers in ISO34. Ta-
ble II compares the root mean square deviation of the
optimized structures (RMSDs) and mean absolute error
in vibrational frequencies (MAEω) with respect to PBE0

for DFTB-PWrep and our DFTB-NN(F)
rep model. For op-

timized structures, both approaches perform similar and

well on average. However, DFTB-NN(F)
rep displays a bet-

ter performance for a wider range of substrates and prod-
ucts, see Table S2. The only cases in which DFTB-PWrep

provides better results than DFTB-NN(F)
rep correspond to

more complex structures composed of eight non-hydrogen
atoms or unseen functional groups. In the case of vibra-

tional frequencies, DFTB-NN(F)
rep provides a much supe-

rior description for all isomers without exception (see Ta-
ble S3). It is worth mentioning that vibrational calcula-

tions using DFTB-NN(F)
rep took ∼1.5 hours (on one GPU),

while the PBE0-DFT calculations required ∼295 CPU
hours (using 28 threads on 28 physical cores). Previous
studies have already shown that conventional DFTB pa-
rameterizations seldom allow for an accurate prediction
of energetic, structural, and vibrational properties at the
same time. As a result, special-purpose parameteriza-
tions have been devised for vibrational analysis, for in-

stance.10,18 The presented DFTB-NN(F)
rep framework, on

the other side, indeed does enable accurate predictions
of energetic (cf. Table I), as well as structural and vi-
brational properties. This is essential for, e.g., consistent
and seamless calculations of vibrational spectra, free en-
ergies or other thermodynamic and transport properties.

To finally highlight the advantages of our DFTB-NNrep

formalism and its good transferability among small or-
ganic molecules, we have also studied the prediction of di-
hedral rotation profiles. As test cases, we chose a simple
peptide bond (O–C–N–C dihedral angle) and glycine (N–
C–C–O). The corresponding potential energy profiles are
shown in Fig. 5. In the case of the peptide bond, DFTB-

TABLE II. Structural root mean square deviation of
equilibrium geometries (RMSDs) and mean absolute er-
ror of vibrational frequencies (MAEω) as predicted by

DFTB-PWrep and DFTB-NN
(F)
rep . All errors are reported for

the complete set of molecules in ISO34, sub-categorized ac-
cording to the contained non-hydrogen atoms, and obtained
in reference to PBE0 results. See SI for further information.

RMSDs [Å] MAEω [cm−1]

DFTB- PWrep NN
(F)
rep PWrep NN

(F)
rep

C mols 0.03 0.02 49.9 7.41
CN mols 0.05 0.02 49.8 8.38
CO mols 0.06 0.02 50.2 6.72
CNO mols 0.24 0.23 51.9 6.68

PWrep (green triangles) underestimates rotational barri-
ers by 5.4 kcal/mol and overestimates the relative sta-
bility of the meta-stable intermediate by 2.8 kcal/mol in
comparison to PBE0 (dashed black). DFTB-NNrep (red
squares) considerably improves the performance only un-
derestimating the barriers by 2.9 kcal/mol. For the N–
C–C–O dihedral of glycine, finally, traditional DFTB-
PWrep even misses qualitative features of the rotational
profile: Higher-level reference calculations (PBE-, PBE0-
and B3LYP-DFT as well as MP2) predict two low-energy
barriers at 90 and 270◦ and a main barrier of ∼3 kcal/mol
at a dihedral of 180◦. DFTB in conjunction with the tra-
ditional pairwise repulsion completely misses this most
relevant barrier and instead predicts a shallow minimum
between 90 and 270◦. Our DFTB-NNrep model is able
to correct for this shortcoming and provides very good
agreement with the reference results. This is particularly
encouraging considering that neither the glycine molecule
nor any rotational profiles were part of the training set.
For comparison, we also computed dihedral energy pro-
files as predicted by NN-PBE0 (blue circles). As evi-
dent from Fig. 5, the DTNN directly trained on PBE0-
DFT data is unable to predict meaningful rotational pro-
files. Together with the poor performance for the ISO34
set (vide supra), we can conclude that NN-PBE0 has a
very limited validity outside the immediate scope of its
training set. The much increased transferability of our
DFTB-NNrep approach can be attributed to the more
local character of E rep and further motivates the explo-
ration of combining (approximate) quantum-mechanical
Hamiltonians with ML.

In conclusion, this work presents a successful and
promising example of combining semi-empirical elec-
tronic structure methods with ML-based approaches to
localized many-body interactions. We introduce a NN-
based approach for the prediction of improved, beyond-
pairwise repulsive potentials for DFTB. The overall ac-
curacy and reliability of DFTB-NNrep was demonstrated
for atomization energies and relative stability rankings
across the vast configurational and conformational diver-
sity of small organic molecules considered in the QM7-X
dataset. The applicability outside the scope of the train-
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FIG. 5. Potential energy profiles upon dihedral rotation. PBE0-DFT, NN-PBE0, DFTB-NNrep and DFTB-PWrep

profiles for rotating a) the O–C–N–C dihedral of a peptide bond and b) the N–C–C–O dihedral in glycine.

ing set has been highlighted for isomerization energies,
structural and vibrational characteristics of molecules as
contained in the ISO34 dataset and dihedral rotation pro-
files of small organic molecules. As such, the present work
extends beyond previous works,39,41 which typically in-
volve only one test set, cover either configurational or
conformational diversity, or study only a very limited
set of (energetic) properties. Since the main target of
the presented methodology is the repulsive component of
DFTB, the performance in terms of electronic properties
remains largely untouched and can be optimized sepa-
rately. It has recently been proposed to employ NN-based
approaches for such optimizations as well.50 Finally, we
would like to emphasize that the presented protocol can
be equally well paired with other electronic parameteriza-
tions and for arbitrary target systems. Investigations of
the interplay of electronic parametrization and the learn-
ing process are subject to ongoing work.

Further improvements of DFTB-NNrep concern the in-
tricate task of efficient and sufficient sampling, which is
known to limit the validity of ML models for increas-
ing complexity and structural flexibility. This is one of
the key aspects for the increasing MAEs when going to
larger molecules or higher-energy non-equilibrium con-
formations (see Fig. 3 and S6). Another shortcoming
of DFTB-NNrep is its limited scalability toward system
sizes well beyond the training set, especially when involv-
ing completely different molecular graphs. While show-
ing improved transferability compared to NN-models for
the total PBE0 energy, NNrep still does not extrapolate
well towards larger scales or completely new structure
motifs. In this sense, we are confident that an improved
selection of training instances will alleviate such issues.
Further analysis of local environments, as shortly pre-
sented in Fig. S4 and S5 of the SI, can thereby provide

the necessary information for a more efficient and bal-
anced sampling. Besides potential shortcomings in the
sampling of training instances, the above issue can partly
be attributed to NNrep not fully exploiting the more lo-
calized character of the target quantity. One promising
remedy in that regard is to limit the descriptor space and
enforce a more local model, while retaining a beyond-
pairwise description. This can provide an optimal trade
off between accuracy and robustness with respect to spu-
rious effects of global structure motifs on the descriptor.
A more local model will also require considerably less
training instances than the global DTNN employed here.
In this context, we would like to emphasize that the total
number of degrees of freedom in QM7-X is about 2 · 106

and a global, data-driven model is expected to require a
training set of ∼5 · 106. Yet, the space spanned by the
local chemical environments in the dataset can be esti-
mated to involve only ∼120 degrees of freedom requir-
ing about 5000 unique samples (see SI, Section 4). The
first and foremost step forward is thus the ongoing devel-
opment of ML models specifically designed for localized
many-body repulsive potentials in DFTB. Future studies
following up on the ideas outlined above will help to fur-
ther advance the applicability of DFTB-NNrep to treat
systems and phenomena of larger physical and chemical
complexity.
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